Application of the Fuzzy Optimal Model in the Selection of the Startup Hub
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This paper integrates nominal group technique (NGT), analytical hierarchy process (AHP), and fuzzy technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS) approach, and a case study has been used to demonstrate the fuzzy optimal selection model. From a literature review on the startup hub and the interviews conducted with officials and experts, the selection criteria are (1) convenience—promoted by the city’s entrepreneurial policies or its traffic infrastructure; (2) potentiality—promoted by a regional network or value chain of startups. Lastly, the best idle land resulted in this case study with equal decision-making power using the fuzzy method is Taipei Jianguo Brewery, and the difference of decision-making power might make the best idle land to be Wanbao Textile Factory.

1. Introduction

Many cities around the world are actively promoting various aspects of policies of innovation and entrepreneurship. Many works of the literature have proved that the startup hub could help founding startups, launching the successful venture, and upgrading urban economic and political status. Also, many startup hubs help startups in the country get economic or noneconomic assistance from the government, so startup hub policies are an essential part of innovation and entrepreneurship. Based on the literature review, the reason why startup hubs could help startups succeed is as follows: the competitive power of startups might be upgraded by the space and resources, as well as the interactive relations (such as information and communications technology, experts, and customers) in specialized services of the startup hub. Mulas et al. [1] found the entrepreneurship ecosystems (as startup hubs) in cities could maintain competitiveness, reduce poverty, and increase shared prosperity.

To increase competitive advantages of its startups, through startup hubs, Chongqing municipal government provides a variety of subsidies, such as the subsidy of production (up to RMB a million dollars), the subsidy proportion of rent (up to 50% for 200 square meters), the grant of research and development (RMB 0.5 million dollars, the maximum of a single project), the subsidy of patent maintenance fee (the full amount in three years), the subsidy of enterprise financing (up to RMB a million dollars), the equity investment of the maker (up to RMB a million dollars), and the startup project support fund (up to RMB two million dollars). Kupp et al. [2], Ledford [3], Katz and Wagner [4], and Bollingtoft and Ulhøi [5] believed that the functions or values of the startup hub for startups are the space and resource sharing to make cost reduction, the provision of high-impact professional services and capital to make market-entry time reduction, the link of the manufacturer’s cooperation network to establish the industry chain, and the alliance or integration on the external networks of startup hubs to accelerate the startup speed.
Moreover, the economic benefits offered by a startup hub for startups are demand-side economy of scale, the reduction of transaction cost, the spillover effect of spatial knowledge, urban innovation, and collective learning. The demand-side economy of scale can expand the scale of demand and then broaden cooperation in fields such as agriculture, energy, clean energy, and innovation. Due to the regional culture, the mode of production, and the regulations of startup hubs, the reduction of transaction costs can reduce the uncertainty of interaction and cooperation among startups and the transaction cost of the opportunistic behavior or hitchhiker. Tacit knowledge is an intangible cultural resource in the region of startup hubs, which could be thought as its unique spatial knowledge, and its spillover effect could reduce the cost or increase the benefit of startups. Urban innovation and collective learning are the communication and learning networks with the government, participating institutions, or informality, which are established by startup hubs [6].

The economic benefits of startup hubs to cities are their increment upgrading on residents' income, employment, and innovation environment. Frost-Kumpf [7] believed that the advantages of cultural districts, which are now thought to be a startup hub, for the city are as follows: (1) the beautification and activation of urban sightseeing and urban innovation environment; (2) the attraction of employment opportunities, residents, and high knowledge of labor; and (3) the value enhancement of the real estate taxation and mortgage. Also, the startup hubs could improve the status of the city in the global value chains through the interaction of startups, trade, and networks. The points of startup hubs should be the creation of new technologies, products, and markets caused by the integration of many kinds of technologies and industries, such as life sciences, telecommunications, energy, and education [8]. Katz and Wagner [4] believed that the startup hubs in the city could boost economic benefit, status, and jobs and reduce its carbon emissions.

For the advantages of startup hubs, many cities are eager to find suitable idle land which could be converted into startup hubs. From a review of the literature on startup hubs and the result of interviews conducted with experts, the considerations of suitable idle land that could be converted into startup hubs should be its site and architecture. Thus, this paper focuses on the selection process and empirical results on the site of startup hubs across the region, which are fostered by the municipal and local government. People in different countries have different ways of selecting the site of startup hubs. There are two kinds of decision-making party for selecting the site of startup hubs; one party is the private operator of the startup hubs, and the government only needs to make sure that the competition on selecting the site of startup hubs is engaged in a fair and open process, such as the case of the Silicon Valley in the United States. The other is the municipal government and the government-led integration of the space and resources required by startup hubs, such as the Chongqing case in China and the Paris case in France.

This paper cannot find any literature that discussed the site selection of startup hubs fostered by the municipal government. The decision-making process resulting in selecting the best site of idle lands that could be converted into startup hubs is complex, dynamic, and uncertain. Fuzzy TOPSIS should apply it to solve multiple-criteria decision-making problems in an uncertain environment. Therefore, the above decision-making process resulting in the selection of the best idle land in this paper is to use the nominal group technique (NGT) for qualitative and quantitative criteria, the concept of analytical hierarchy process (AHP) for selecting the best idle land, and fuzzy technique for order preference by similarity to an ideal solution (TOPSIS) method which could reduce the risk from these multiple fuzzy criteria.

The purpose of this paper is to propose and elaborate upon a multiple-criteria decision-making (MCDM) approach for the site selection of startup hubs fostered by the municipal government. From the results of the literature review and expert surveys, the selection criteria are its convenience and potentiality. As Loots et al. [9] thought, the ecosystem (like startup hub) has benefitted from social interactions and reciprocity transactions, and its growth and sustainability should be influenced by the city's local demand dynamics, competition for the physical space, gentrification, and policies [10–14].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, a summary of the review of the literature and the site selection process of startup hubs fostered by the municipal government are given. The results of a case study are presented in Section 3, focusing on the site selection of the best idle land, which could be converted into startup hubs by the Taipei municipal government of Taiwan. Section 4 concludes our findings and suggests further research.

**2. Literature Review and the Proposed Method**

Combining NGT and AHP with fuzzy TOPSIS provides an integrated process to solve the MCDM problem for site selection of startup hub candidates fostered or supported by the municipal government. The flowchart is shown in Figure 1 [15–20].

Firstly, from Figure 1, an initial list of idle lands in Taipei city that could be used as startup hubs should be compiled from the city government. In addition, startup hub candidates are chosen from the above initial list vetted with the experts who work in the relevant field in Taipei city.

Secondly, NGT was used to create the selection criteria of candidates based on a review of the relevant literature and results of key informant interviews conducted; the site selection decision of the best idle land which could be converted into startup hubs by the municipal government depends on the criteria on the convenience degree and the potential on its site of the idle land. The points of NGT are the join of every decision maker, no opinion leader, and all opinions are judged fairly. Thus, criteria can be divided into two types as convenience criteria $C_C$ and potential criteria $C_P$. Then, the criteria of this paper are $C = \{C_1, C_2, \ldots, C_n\} = C_C \cup C_P$ and $C_C \cap C_P = \emptyset$ [21].

The convenience degree factor of startup hubs is its convenience, which is promoted by policies or traffic...
In addition, the potential factor for the site is the potential which is promoted by the regional network and value chains of startups ($C^R = \{C_3, C_4, C_5\}$). Therefore, the government should clarify the present situation and consider the future of policy advice, traffic infrastructure, regional network, and value chains (production and marketing stages) of startups on the candidates’ site. There are five criteria for the selection of the best candidates as the basis for startups. The reasons for the criteria of its potential promoted by traffic infrastructures are as follows: (1) the convenience of startup hubs, such as supporting them in the innovation policy, adopting a new regional development policy, and applying the industrial policy of a country, as well as policies of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). Also, more policies are related to startup hubs and are more convenient for startups. Brown and Mason [30] thought the policies for startup hubs should be designed to help foster vertical connections across ecosystems. Migendt et al. [31] found the finance-innovation-policy nexus existed.

The reasons for the criteria of its convenience promoted by traffic infrastructures are as follows: (1) the convenience for startups that startup hubs offer could be promoted by many kinds of traffic infrastructures, such as airport, railway station, and bus station, as well as mass rapid transit (MRT) station. (2) Most of these startups come from SMEs and need to make more of an effort to negotiate with customers or develop a new go-to-market field. Therefore, more and more traffic infrastructures around startup hubs in Taipei city make the startups more convenient. Ustinovichius et al. [32] thought the accessibility, transportation costs, and time spent on the road are important for improving business conditions. Katz and Wagner [4] found North Carolina’s Research Triangle Park, in November 2012, unveiled a new 50-year master plan that calls for a light rail transit line to connect with the Raleigh-Durham region. Sorenson and Stuart [33] found the geographic and social networks between venture capitals and the startup would affect the identification or support of the startups’ performance by venture capitals.

The reasons for the criteria of its potential promoted by the regional network are as follows:

1. The regional network about education, culture, and service facilities could promote the potential of startup hubs, such as many works of the literature proved the essential factors for the potential of startup hubs which are as follows: A. knowledge spillover effects and spatial interactions on the output of universities and research institutions; B. the culture value of famous landmarks and
cultural landscapes; C. the living function of convenience stores; D. a large variety of leisure and entertainment places (see [4, 34–36]; [6, 37–41]).

(2) Various startup business programs are mostly related to the cultural and creative industries, for the potential—promoted by the regional network of startup hubs, and many governments would combine startup hubs with cultural and creative facilities [7, 42]. As Singh and Bala Subrahmanya [43] found, tech startups’ financial requirements over their life cycle are their human capital, research capital, and social capital.

The reasons for the criteria of its potential promoted by startups’ value chains which were divided with the stages of production and marketing are as follows:

(1) According to Webber and Labaste [44], Kaplinsky and Morris [45], and Chesbrough and Rosenbloom [46], all stages of startups’ value chain are production, processing, brand, marketing, as well as logistics, and cross-industry cooperation. Ngugi et al. [47] found that the winning strategic factors responsible for mobile product innovation in the African market should be sustainability and reconfiguration of innovation, strategic assets, and business ecosystem. Geibel and Manickam [48], Herrmann et al. [49], Isenberg [50], and Belussi [6] stated that the startup ecosystem which is similar to a startup value chain would promote the potential of the startup hubs, for startups often lack relationships among customers, suppliers, and related industries. Kritikos [8] found that Berlin-Adlershof research hub is an integrated business, technology, and media park that enjoys a site’s advantage by its easy access to scientific research and Berlin’s commercial infrastructure.

The members of the startup ecosystem are colleges, startups, accelerators, angel investors (or seed fund), venture capitalists (or crowd-funding), mergers and acquisitions in the banking industry, business partners, and service providers, as well as governments and customers. Vankamamidi [51] found that T-Hub was formed to build a booming startup ecosystem in the country. Baum and Silverman [52] found that alliance, intellectual, and human capital of biotechnology startups are the selection criteria in venture financing and the affecting factors on biotechnology startups’ future performance. Hellmann and Puri [53] found venture capitalists could provide financial resources or management expertise to startups. Baum et al. [54] found that the variation in startups’ alliance network composition supports their early performance, especially their innovative performance. Walker et al. [55] found strong support for social capital in reproducing the startups’ work overtime.

(2) Startup hubs promoted by the governments have the potential to become the influential startup ecosystem, such as Xiantao Big Data Valley of Chongqing in China and Welcome City Lab of Paris in France. The members of the startup ecosystem in Xiantao Big Data Valley include more than 30 leading companies, more than 300 core companies, more than 1000 startups, more than 200 incubations, more than 500 memberships, more than 20 research and development institutions, and more than ten training systems. The members of the startup ecosystem in Welcome City Lab are the incubations, startups, and partners, such as Air France, Amadeus company, Paris Aéroport, and Carlson Wagonlit Travel (CWT), as well as Galeries Lafayette Group [56].

3. A Case Study of the Site Selection of the Best Idle Land Which Could Be Converted into Startup Hubs by the Municipal Government

The decision-making group (DMG, seven experts) consists of a government officer (D1), two experts of the startup hub (D2 and D3), and four startups (D4, D5, D6, and D7) who are invited to participate in providing a range of opinions based on their judgment. With the review of the Taipei municipal government, this paper obtains an initial list of more than ten idle lands. The Taipei municipal government would like to select the best idle land which could be converted into startup hubs, and hub candidates resulted from the initial list of idle lands vetted by the DMG are Jianguo Brewery (V1), Wanbao Textile Factory (V2), and Minglun Elementary School (V3).

To select the best idle land which could be converted into startup hubs, the candidates could be determined as follows: (1) C1 (policy): its convenience promoted by government’s policy, (2) C2 (traffic infrastructure): its convenience promoted by traffic infrastructure, (3) C3 (regional network): its potential promoted by the regional network, (4) C4 (value chain (production stages)): its potential promoted by the production stages of startups’ value chain, and (5) C5 (value chain (marketing stages)): its potential promoted by the marketing stages of startups’ value chain. The hierarchical and sequential structure of group decision-making is presented in Figure 2.

As an illustrative example, five experts presented their points of view for site selection by linguistic variables to assess the weight that reflects the importance of criteria, and the matrix of triangular fuzzy numbers and fuzzy preference used in experts for linguistic variables [very low; low; fairly low; fairly high; high; very high] are [(0, 0, 0.2); (0, 0.2, 0.4); (0.2, 0.4, 0.6); (0.4, 0.6, 0.8); (0.6, 0.8, 1.0); (0.8, 1.0, 1.0)]. Moreover, the linguistic variables of fuzzy ratings for the alternative’s preference are from Figure 3. In Figure 3, a triangular fuzzy number can be defined as a triplet (α, β, γ); the utility function (uδ(x)) of the fuzzy rating δ is defined as [57]
Selection of the best idle land converted into the startup hub

Convenience ($C^2$)
- 1. Policy ($C_1$)
- 2. Traffic infrastructure ($C_2$)

Potential ($C^3$)
- 1. Regional network ($C_1$)
- 2. Its Production stage ($C_4$)
- 3. Its marketing stage ($C_3$)

Figure 2: Hierarchy structure of the selection for the startup hub.

$$u_δ(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{(x - α)}{(β - α)}, & x \in [α, β], \\
\frac{(γ - x)}{(γ - β)}, & x \in [β, γ], \\
0, & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases} \quad (1)$$

where $α \leq β \leq γ$.

The fuzzy weights of evaluation criteria generally determined by the seven experts are shown in Table 1. In addition, the seven experts use linguistic variables in order to evaluate the fuzzy preference rating of each candidate with respect to each criterion. The rating is shown in Table 2. Furthermore, the linguistic variables for the importance of each criterion’s fuzzy weights are similar to Figure 3.

So far, most works of the literature on the MCDM problem have assumed the weight of each decision maker is the same in their selection model. In a practical case, this is rarely true. By referring to the site selection of the startup hub as an example, the government will most likely have the most authority and influence power in the decision. Therefore, two selection models have been discussed in this paper. Following most historical studies, this paper assumes that the weight of decision-making power for each decision maker is equal. Case two considers that the government has half of the decision-making power, and then, the rest of the decision makers equally shared the remaining half.

SMEs’ innovation and industrial policies for all candidates are the same. The regional development policies are different for Wanbao Textile Factory and Minglun Elementary School. However, from a regional development perspective, there is no single regional development policy for Jianguo Brewery. The time-efficient (by car or on foot) orders from startup hub candidates to traffic infrastructures are Minglun Elementary School, Wanbao Textile Factory, and Jianguo Brewery (from the biggest to the smallest). Based on the number of education services, culture and recreation, and service facilities within 1 kilometer of candidates, the candidates’ order on their regional network’s promoted potential is Jianguo Brewery, Wanbao Textile Factory, and Minglun Elementary School (from the biggest to the smallest).

For Jianguo Brewery, other value chains for the tourism industry, digital industry, creative industry, and the neighboring Taipei area are quite far away. For Wanbao Textile Factory and Minglun Elementary School, the tourism supply chain exists in the neighboring area; however, there are no startup’s auxiliary industries, such as intellectual property, law, and accounting. The fuzzy preference structure is shown in Table 2.

The weights of each criterion summarized in Table 1 and the fair consistency evaluation in fuzzy preference relations for policy subjects by experts summarized in Table 2 are used to create a fuzzy weighted decision matrix, which is shown in Table 3. The data of Table 3 are from $V^+ = [\max \tilde{V}_{ij}(j \in J), (\min \tilde{V}_{ij}(j \in J))$ and $V^- = [\max \tilde{V}_{ij}(j \in J), (\min \tilde{V}_{ij}(j \in J))]$, and the fuzzy positive ideal and fuzzy negative ideal are determined as

$$V^+ = [(1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1), (0.04, 0.04, 0.04), (1, 1, 1)],$$

$$V^- = [(0.16, 0.16, 0.16), (0.16, 0.16, 0.16), (0.12, 0.12, 0.12), (0.8, 0.8, 0.8), (0.08, 0.08, 0.08)].$$

(2)
In two cases, the shortest distance from the fuzzy positive ideal solution (FPIS, \(d(V_i^+, V^*)\), \(i = 1, 2, 3\)) and the farthest distance from the fuzzy negative ideal solution (FNIS, \(d(V_i^-, V^-)\), \(i = 1, 2, 3\)) can be determined by using the method of Zhang et al. (2011). The distance of each candidate from FPIS and FNIS is calculated with respect to the criterion, respectively; using \(d_i^* = \sum_{j=1}^{n} d(V_{ij}, V_{ij}^+)\) and \(d_i^- = \sum_{j=1}^{n} d(V_{ij}, V_{ij}^-)\), the distance of each candidate’s fuzzy positive ideal and fuzzy negative ideal can be calculated with respect to each criterion, respectively, as shown in Table 4.

In case 1, the closeness coefficient (CC\(_i\) = \(d_i^- / (d_i^- + d_i^*)\), \(i = 1, 2, 3\)) for each candidate is calculated as CC\(_1\) = 0.502, CC\(_2\) = 0.501, and CC\(_3\) = 0.484. The alternatives are ranked by CC\(_i\), and the results are \(V_3 > V_2 > V_1\). Therefore, some measures are based on quantitative criteria; the best idle land which could be converted into startup hubs, in this case, is Jianguo Brewery. In case 2, each candidate’s closeness coefficient is calculated as CC\(_1\) = 0.500, CC\(_2\) = 0.502, and CC\(_3\) = 0.485, and the results are \(V_2 > V_3 > V_1\). Therefore, the difference of decision-making power might make the best idle land which could be converted into startup hubs to be Wanbao Textile Factory.

### Table 1: The fuzzy weight of criteria from seven experts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(C_1)</th>
<th>(C_2)</th>
<th>(C_3)</th>
<th>(C_4)</th>
<th>(C_5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>(0.8, 1.0, 1.0)</td>
<td>(0.6, 0.8, 1.0)</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.6, 0.8)</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.6, 0.8)</td>
<td>(0.8, 1.0, 1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.6, 0.8)</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.6, 0.8)</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.6, 0.8)</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.6, 0.8)</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.6, 0.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Fuzzy preferences for the three candidates by seven experts using various criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(F_1)</th>
<th>(F_2)</th>
<th>(F_3)</th>
<th>(F_4)</th>
<th>(F_5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>(0.6, 0.8, 1.0)</td>
<td>(0.8, 1.0, 1.0)</td>
<td>(0.6, 0.8, 1.0)</td>
<td>(0.8, 1.0, 1.0)</td>
<td>(0.8, 1.0, 1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.6, 0.8)</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.6, 0.8)</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.6, 0.8)</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.6, 0.8)</td>
<td>(0.4, 0.6, 0.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Fuzzy weighted decision matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(F_1)</th>
<th>(F_2)</th>
<th>(F_3)</th>
<th>(F_4)</th>
<th>(F_5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>(0.24, 0.61, 1.00)</td>
<td>(0.16, 0.50, 0.80)</td>
<td>(0.24, 0.59, 1.00)</td>
<td>(0.32, 0.68, 1.00)</td>
<td>(0.32, 0.87, 1.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>(0.32, 0.76, 1.00)</td>
<td>(0.12, 0.40, 0.80)</td>
<td>(0.24, 0.59, 1.00)</td>
<td>(0.16, 0.41, 0.80)</td>
<td>(0.16, 0.52, 0.80)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Distance between \(V_i\) (\(i = 1, 2, 3\)) and \(V^*\) (\(V^-*\)) with respect to each candidate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(F_1)</th>
<th>(F_2)</th>
<th>(F_3)</th>
<th>(F_4)</th>
<th>(F_5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>(0.494)</td>
<td>(0.575)</td>
<td>(0.499)</td>
<td>(0.649)</td>
<td>(0.399)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>(0.416)</td>
<td>(0.625)</td>
<td>(0.499)</td>
<td>(0.459)</td>
<td>(0.569)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusion

From the results of the literature review, expert survey, and the above discussion, this paper can come to the conclusion that the site selection of startup hubs is important for startups, the government, and researchers. Therefore, this
paper focuses on the decision-making of the optimal site selection of startup hubs fostered by the municipal government. There are higher levels of uncertainty and complexity for the decision-making process resulting in the selection of policy subjects. Therefore, how to choose the best startup hub from candidates (i.e., idle lands) in the Taipei municipal government is an MCDM problem.

There are lots of idle lands in Taipei city that could be converted into startup hubs, but there is little literature about case studies on the subjects of the hub site consideration. As there is little literature on this topic, further investigation would be needed. According to the relevant provisions of the domestic and foreign-related cases, the literature review, and the result of interviews conducted with experts, the criteria for the selection of site candidates for startup hubs is its convenience promoted by the government’s policy or traffic infrastructure and its potential promoted by the regional network or value chains of startups.

The satisfied idle land which could be converted into startup hubs is found by the integrated approach of NGT, AHP, and fuzzy TOPSIS method to assist decision makers’ selection according to their preferences and resource limitations. In the end, the best idle land resulted in this case study with equal decision-making power is Jianguo Brewery, and the difference of decision-making power might make the best idle land to be Wanbao Textile Factory. The potential (the regional network and value chains of startups) for startup hubs of Jianguo Brewery is excellent. Also, the convenience (policy and traffic infrastructure) for startup hubs of Wanbao Textile Factory is superior. In addition, for startup hubs of Minglun Elementary School, its evaluations of potential and convenience are best for it in the median position of the city.

More precisely, this paper’s contribution and the managerial insights are as follows: (1) the supplement on the literature of a startup hub, which is its optimal site selection: this paper first finds out that the existing literature lacks details on the municipal government’s startup hub site selection. Although some existing literature and documents are discussing related issues of startup hubs, there is little empirical literature on the investigation of criteria to choose the best idle land which could be converted into startup hubs. (2) The empirical practice of the method to select the best idle land which could be converted into the startup hub: based on the sample of Taipei’s idle lands, this paper summarizes and confirms the site selection, further expands the empirical research in this field, and provides the method and result of Taipei’s best idle land, which could be converted into the startup hub.

This paper also stresses the research limitations and provides a useful recommendation for future research. This paper also provides thinking that the site selection consideration of startup hubs is an MCDM problem. To deal with the issues of fuzzy evaluation process among criteria, such as its uncertain factors, its discrimination factors, and its feedback and internal dependency, the future research of the MCDM method based on fuzzy theory, ARAS, and MCGP would make the evaluation results more accurate. Finally, this paper provides the best idle land that could be converted into startup hubs for the Taipei municipal government.

As this paper suggested, the MCGP formulation can be defined as the following:

\[
\text{Min} \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i \left[ (d_i^+ + d_i^-) + (e_i^+ + e_i^-) \right]
\]

s.t. \( f_i(X) - d_i^+ + d_i^- = g_i, \) or \( g_i \) or \( g_i, \) \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \)

\( g_i - e_i^+ + e_i^- = g_i, \) \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \)

\( g_i, \) \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \)

\( d_i^+, e_i^+, e_i^- \geq 0, \) \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n, \)

\( X \in F(F \text{ is a feasible set}), \)

where \( g_i, \) \( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \) is the aspiration level of the \( i \)th goal, \( w_i \) represents the weight attached to the deviation, and \( d_i \) is the deviation from the target value \( g_i, \) \( d_i^+ = \max(0, f_i(x) - g_i) \) and \( d_i^- = \max(0, g_i - f_i(x)) \) denote over- and underachievement of the \( i \)th goal, respectively. In addition, \( e_i^+ \) and \( e_i^- \) are positive and negative deviations attached to \( g_i, \) \( g_i, \) \( g_i, \) \( g_i, \) and \( g_i, \) are, respectively, lower and upper bounds of \( g_i. \)

Future research could focus on the reaction potential of large-scale emergency incidents, which should be included in startup hubs’ site selection criteria, such as coronavirus (COVID-19). Rowan and Galanakis [58] thought COVID-19 might help cross-cutting disruption in agri-food, ICT, health, and environment. On the contrary, future research could study the impacts of startup hubs on the socioeconomic environment of the city. Rowan and Galanakis [58] thought that startup hubs have the potential to accelerate the socioeconomic recovery of the city.

Future research could focus on the optimal site selection process of the startup hub, which might be different in different industries, regions, or entrepreneurs. Malecki [14] thought the entrepreneurial ecosystem might be appropriate only for the region with a critical mass of startups. Spigel and Harrison [27] thought that entrepreneurs might be excluded from some local socioeconomic networks for their gender, race, age, or education level.
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